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ABSTRACT: The analysis of preference rankings has become an important topic in
the general field of data analysis in recent years. The classic meaning of preference
rankings understood as orders expressed by a series of judges have been joined by the
concept of judges is no longer always understood as human beings, but as resulting
from automatic evaluation procedures. This paper provides a particle swarm-based op-
timization algorithm that provides an accurate solution to the rank aggregation prob-
lem, namely producing a ranking that best synthesizes the orderings stated by each
judge, when the number of items to be evaluated is large
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1 Introduction

The rank aggregation problem is known to be a NP hard problem. For this
reason, several heuristic solutions have been proposed over the years. For
example:

• Amodio et al., 2016, proposes FAST, an heuristic algorithm based on
QUICK that estimates consensus rankings from aggregate preferences.
Computational efficiency and accuracy are shown with simulations and
real data case studies;

• D’Ambrosio et al., 2017, introduces DECoR, a Differential Evolution
algorithm for Consensus Ranking, able to work with full, partial, and
incomplete rankings. It outperforms previous proposals in both accuracy
and speed while handling large datasets;



• Aledo et al., 2017, considers the Optimal Bucket Order Problem (OBOP)
by proposing improvements to the standard greedy algorithm (BPA), re-
sulting in improved accuracy and reduced output variance;

• Aledo et al., 2018, presents (1 + λ) evolution strategies for solving OBOP,
with specific mutation operators and initialization methods. Accuracy
improvement with respect to the state-of-the-art algorithm is shown with
simulated data;

• Aledo et al., 2021, proposes greedy algorithms based on sort-first and
cluster-second strategies to efficiently solve OBOP. Accuracy and scala-
bility improvements of the proposed algorithms with respect to the state-
of-the-art algorithm are shown with simulated data;

• Acampora et al., 2021, introduces a memetic algorithm combining ge-
netic algorithms with hill-climbing search for rank aggregation. In par-
ticular, results are compared with the DeCoR algorithm (D’Ambrosio
et al., 2017).

We follow Kemeny’s axiomatic approach (Kemeny, 1959; Kemeny & Snell,
1962), according to which the median (or consensus) ranking is that ranking,
or those rankings, that minimize the sum of the distances between a candidate
ranking belonging to the universe of rankings and the orderings expressed by
a set of judges. Moreover, especially when the number of items to be ranked is
large, we assume that all possible tied rankings are allowed either in the data
matrix containing the orderings or in the final solution. In other words, we as-
sume that tied rankings are not indifference declarations, but they are ‘positive
statements of agreement’ (Emond & Mason, 2002).

2 Particle swarm optimization for preference rankings

We propose a particle swarm optimization algorithm for the rank aggregation
problem (PSORaP). We compared the solutions achieved by the DECoR algo-
rithm (Differential Evolution algorithm for Consensus Ranking, D’Ambrosio
et al., 2017) and our PSOPaR on the USA ranks data set (O’Leary Morgan
& Morgon, 2010), that contains rankings of the 50 US states with respect
to various aspects about the economic and social situation, security, etc., in-
cluded in the internal repository of the R package ConsRank (D’Ambrosio,
2021). Table 1 shows the solutions obtained by the DECoR and our PSO algo-
rithm, evaluated through the τX rank correlation coefficient (Emond & Mason,
2002). The solutions are really similar (DECoR τX = 0.2976688, PSORaP
τX = 0.297449).



Table 1. Direct comparison of the consensus generated by DECoR and PSO

Rank DECoR PSORaP Rank DECoR PSORaP
1 California California 26 Colorado {Colorado
2 New.York New.York 27 Connecticut Minnesota}
3 Florida Florida 28 Minnesota Alabama
4 Maryland Maryland 29 Alabama {Connecticut
5 Louisiana Louisiana 30 South.Carolina South.Carolina}
6 Illinois New.Mexico 31 Oregon Oregon
7 New.Mexico {Illinois 32 Oklahoma Oklahoma
8 Delaware Texas} 33 Mississipi Mississipi
9 Texas Pennsylvania 34 Arkansas Arkansas
10 Pennsylvania Michigan 35 Hawaii Hawaii
11 Michigan {Georgia 36 Kentucky Kentucky
12 Georgia North.Carolina} 37 {Kansas {Kansas
13 North.Carolina New.Jersey 38 Rhode.Island} Rhode.Island}
14 New.Jersey {Massachusetts 39 Utah Utah
15 Massachusetts Washington} 40 {Iowa {Iowa
16 Washington Nevada 41 Nebraska} Nebraska}
17 Ohio Delaware 42 Wyoming Wyoming
18 Virginia Ohio 43 West.Virginina West.Virginina
19 Tennessee {Arizona 44 Idaho Idaho
20 Nevada Virginia} 45 Maine Maine
21 Arizona Tennessee 46 Montana Montana
22 Missouri Missouri 47 New.Hampshire New.Hampshire
23 Indiana {Alaska 48 South.Dakota South.Dakota
24 Alaska Indiana} 49 Vermont Vermont
25 Wisconsin Wisconsin 50 North.Dakota North.Dakota

The differences between the solutions are mainly that DECoR returns less
tied US states in the first part, with Delaware ranked 8 for DECoR and 17 for
PSORaP.

3 Concluding remarks

In this paper, a particle swarm optimization heuristic algorithm for the rank
aggregation problem has been introduced. A comparison with an already pro-
posed differential evolution algorithm shows that the results are encouraging.
A deeper study of the behavior of PSORaP will be carried out in the future to
better understand how setting the tuning parameters for improving the perfor-
mance of the algorithm in terms of the accuracy of the solution.
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